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Introduction. In an important paper [3] A. W. Goldie proved that a ring

is a prime ring with certain chain conditions if and only if it has a quotient

ring which is a total matrix ring £„, where £ is a division ring.

For a ring £ let N(R) denote the nil radical of £. We say that a ring K

is completely primary if K has an identity and K/N(K) is a division ring.

In §1 we characterize those rings £ which satisfy the ascending chain con-

dition (A.C.C.) for right and left ideals and which have a quotient ring Q(R)

of the form Kn where K is completely primary and where Q(R/N(R))

= Q(E)/N(Q(R)). These rings are defined in §1 as reflective Af-prime rings.

In §2 it is proved that if £ is reflective A7-prime then £[x], where x is a

commutative indeterminate, is reflective A'-prime.

1. Reflective N-piime rings. Throughout this paper, £ will denote a ring

which satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals(2). This, of course, implies

that chain conditions (1) and (2) of [3] are satisfied in £ and R/N(R). If S

is a subset of £ then 5 will denote the image of S under the natural homo-

morphism from £ to R/N(R). In particular, R = R/N(R).

Definition 1.1. A ring £ is termed N-prime if R/N(R) is a prime ring.

Definition 1.2. Let pi and p2 be ideals of a ring £. Then £ is called

strongly N-prime if pip2 = 0, pi^O implies p2QN(R) and p2^0 implies

PiQN(R).
Definition 1.3. Let q be an ideal of a ring A. Then A is said to be q-

reflective if the following condition is satisfied : an element a is regular in A if

and only if a+q is regular in A/q. If A is N(A)-reflective, then A is termed

reflective.

We shall say that A is reflective N-prime if A is both reflective and N-

prime.

Statement 1.1. If £ is strongly A7-prime then £ is A7-prime.

Proof. Suppose pip2QN(R) for ideals pi and p2 of £. Then (pip2)" = 0 for

some positive integer n. From this product let p,,, p;2, • • ■ , p,t be the small-

est subcollection whose product pi.p.j • ■ • pik is zero. Since p,-, • • • p,t_, is

not zero then phQN(R). Thus either pi or p2 is in N(R) and £ is prime.
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Statement 1.2. If R is reflective Af-prime then R is strongly Af-prime.

Proof. Let pip2 = 0 lor ideals pi, p2 oí R and suppose pi9*0 but p2QN(R).

Then p29i0 in R and by the proof of Theorem 13 of [3, p. 607] we know that

p2 contains a regular element d. Since R is reflective, p2 contains the regular

element a. Thus pip29*0, a contradiction. Similarly if pip2 = 0 and p29^0 then

piQN(R). Hence R is strongly A^-prime.

We shall now give an example of an A^-prime ring which is not strongly

Af-prime and satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals. Let / denote the

ring of integers. In R = IXI define (a, 6)4-(c, d) = (a+c, b+d) and (a, 6)(c, d)

= (ac, ad). Then N(R) = {(0, a) | a£/} and R/N(R)^I. Thus R is N-prime.

However, N(R)R = 0 and Pn^0 for all positive integers w. Thus R is not

strongly A^-prime and note that all elements of R are zero divisors.

Lemma 1.1. Let q be an ideal of a q-reffective ring A and suppose that A has

at least one regular element. If A/q has a right quotient ring Q(A/q) then A has

a right quotient ring Q(A). In addition, if Q(A/q) is also a left quotient ring

then Q(A) is a left quotient ring.

Proof. Let A' denote the set of regular elements of A and A' the set of

regular elements of A=A/q. Since A contains a regular element and is q-

reflective, A' and A' are not empty.

Let a be regular in A and bEA, 6£g. Suppose aAC\bA'Qq. Then äÄC\bÄ'

= Ö in Ä which contradicts the fact that Q(A) exists(3). Hence a^lf^vl'^O.

If a is regular in A and 6£g then a4-6£g and hence there exist u, vEA,

v regular such that au = (a+b)v. Thus a(u — v)=bv and aAC\bA'9^0. It fol-

lows from [3, p. 118] that A has a right quotient ring Q(A).

If Q(A/q) is also a left quotient ring then from a discussion similar to that

above, for a, bEA, a regular, there exist u, vEA, v regular such that ua = vb.

Hence if x = 6a_1 in Q(A) then x = v~xu. Thus Q(A) is also a left quotient

ring(4).

If 5 is a ring extension of A and if h is an ideal of A then h* will denote the

extension of h to 5. If k is an ideal in 5 then k* denotes the contraction of k

in A.

Lemma 1.2. Let A be q-reflective where q is an ideal of A and suppose that

A has at least one regular element. If A/q has a right quotient ring Q(A/q)

then  q*= {a6~I|a£g,  6 regular  in  A}   and  Q(A/q)=Q(A)/q*.  Moreover

(?*)*=g.

Proof. By Lemma 1.1, .4 has a right quotient ring Q(A). Let T= {a6_1|a£g,

(') Here, and in the proof of Lemma 1.2, ä denotes the image of a under the natural homo-

morphism from A to A-

(4) As pointed out by Goldie [3, p. 604] one need not assume that A has an identity ele-

ment. Note also that if a" denotes the elements of Q(A) of the form (ac)c'1 then the mapping

a—*a" is an isomorphism of A onto A", a subring of Q(A). We shall identify A with A" and

consider iasa subring of Q(A ).
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o regular in A }. For any ab-1, cd_1E T there exist regular elements oi, diEA

such that m = dbi = bdi. Then ab~l — cd~1=iadi — cbi)m~1 is in £ since a, cEq.

Suppose ef~l is an element of QiA). If ei, biEA, bi regular and ebi = bei we

have iab~*)ief~l) = iae^)(fbi)~lET. Similarly if oi, /iG-4. /i regular and afi

=fai, then (ef_1)(ab~l) = (eai)(o/i)_1 which is in T since 0-1G5. Hence £ is an

ideal in QiA) and is clearly the smallest ideal in QiA) which contains q.

Hence T = q*.

It is readily verified that the mapping ab~x^>äb~l is a homomorphism of

QiA) onto QiA/q) with kernel q*. Consequently Q(A/q)^QiA)/q*.
To prove the last part of the lemma it is sufficient to show that iq*)*Qq.

Let bEiq*)* = q*r^A. Then b = ac~l where aEq and c is regular in A. It fol-

lows that bS = ä = Ö in A and since I is regular we conclude that bEq.

Theorem 1.1. If R is reflective N-prime then R has a right quotient ring

QiR) which is also a left quotient ring.

Proof. We know by the corollary to Theorem 10 of [3] that £ contains a

regular element and thus £ contains a regular element. By Theorem 11 of

[3], R/NiR) has a right quotient ring which is also a left quotient ring. Hence

the conditions of Lemma 1.1 are satisfied.

Lemma 1.3. Let R be a reflective N-prime ring. If k and h are right ior left)

ideals of QiR) and kEh then &*GA*(6).

Proof. Suppose ab~lEh and ab~lEk where a, bER, b regular. Then

(ab~l)b = aEhC\R = h*. If aEk* then ab~xEk, a contradiction. Hence k*Eh*.

A similar argument holds if k and h are left ideals.

From this lemma we have at once :

Statement 1.3. If £ is reflective AT-prime then Q(R) satisfies the A.C.C.

for right and left ideals.

Statement 1.4. If £ is reflective AZ-prime then N(Q(R)) = N(R)* and

£ has a right and left quotient ring Q(R). Moreover Q(R)=[Q(R)]~.

Proof! Applying Lemma 1.2 we have N(R)*= {ab~1\aEN(R), b regular

in £}. If k is an ideal of QiR) and kDNiR)* then, by Lemmas 1.3 and 1.2,

k*D(N(R)*)* = N(R). From the proof of Theorem 13 of [3] we know that k*

contains a regular element and consequently k contains a regular element.

Hence k is not nilpotent. Thus NiR)* is a maximal nilpotent ideal and NiR)*
= NiQiR)).

By Theorem 13 of [3], R has a right and left quotient ring QiR) which is

a total matrix ring over a division ring. Using Lemma 1.2 we may write

Q(R)^Q(R)/N(Q(R)) = [Q(£)]-(6).

(') The symbol E denotes proper inclusion.

(•) Previously we have considered R as a subring of Q(R). Now since N(R) — N(Q(Ry)r\R

we shall consider R as a subring of [Q(7?)]_ and say that [Q(R)]~ = Q(R). In the future when we

write [Q(.R)]~=Q(R) we tacitly assume the above situation.
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A ring K is said to be completely primary if K has an identity and K/N(K)

is a division ring. Since K/N(K) is simple, the Jacobson radical of K equals

N(K). We can now apply Proposition 3 of [5, p. 54] and Theorem 1 of [5,

p. 56] to prove

Theorem 1.2. If R is reflective N-prime then Q(R) is isomorphic to a total

matrix ring Kn where K is a completely primary ring.

Note that since Q(R)=K„ satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals

then so does K. Conversely if K satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals

then certainly this is true in Kn.

Statement 1.5. If K is a completely primary ring which satisfies the

A.C.C. for right and left ideals, then Kn is reflective Af-prime.

Proof. Since the only ideals of Kn are of the form Hn where H is an ideal of

K then N(Kn) = (N(K))n. Since Kn is simple certainly Kn is Af-prime(7).

If A is a regular element in Kn, then by Theorem 2 of [4, p. 20] we know

that A is a unit of Kn. From 2a of [l ] we have that A is a unit of K„ and is

therefore regular.

Suppose A = (an) is regular in Kn but A is not regular in Kn. Then in

Kn there exists a unit U such that UA is a matrix in which every element in

row « is 0. As above U is a unit of Kn and UA = (c,,) is a matrix with cnjEN

= N(K),j = l, 2, • • • , «. Let B = (bn) where 6<; = 0, jV« and 0^6¿„£<_1
where N'^O and N'n = 0. Then BUA =0 which implies that 517=0, which

in turn implies that P=0, a contradiction.

From this proof we have the

Corollary. If K is a completely primary ring which satisfies the A.C.C.

for right and left ideals then AEKn is a unit if and only if A is not a right

(left) zero divisor.

Theorem 1.3. If R has a right and left quotient ring Q(R) of the form Kn,

where K is completely primary and if Q(R) = Kn, then R is reflective N-prime.

Proof. By 2a of [l ] an element is a unit of K„ if and only if it is a unit of

Kn. Thus an element is regular in R if and only if it is regular in R.

Since Q(R)^Kn=(K)n we have by Theorem 13 of [3] that R is prime.

Hence R is A^-prime.

We summarize our results as follows:

Theorem 1.4. If R satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals then the fol-
lowing statements are equivalent.

1. Ris reflective N-prime.

2. R has a right and left quotient ring Q(R) of the form Kn, where K is a

completely primary ring which satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals. In

addition Q(R)^K„.

C) The symbol Kn denotes the ring [(Kn)]~. Note that Kn£i(K)n.
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2. The polynomial ring P[x]. In this section, in addition to the A.C.C.

for right and left ideals, we shall assume that R has an identity element 1.

Let x be a commutative indeterminate. We shall show that if R is prime then

R[x] is prime and if R is reflective A^-prime then P[x] is also reflective N-

prime. These results provide a means by which one can properly extend a

prime ring or a reflective A^-prime ring to a ring of the same type.

In the course of establishing these results we shall prove several state-

ments about matrix rings which are of some interest in themselves.

Theorem 2.1. If R is a prime ring, then R[x] is a prime ring.

Proof. If Pf 5^0 is an ideal of P[x], let q(H) denote the set of all coefficients

of the least power of x that appears in H with nonzero coefficients(8). Then

q(H) is a nonzero ideal in R. If J¿¿0 is an ideal of R[x] and HJ = 0 then

q(H)q(J) =0 in R, a contradiction.

Theorem 2.2. If R is N-prime then N[x] = N(R[x]) and R[x) is N-prime.

Proof. Certainly N[x]QN(R[x]) and we have by Theorem 2.1 that

P[x]/Ar[x] = (R/N) [x] is a prime ring. Hence N[x] is a maximal nilpotent

ideal which implies that Ar[x] = A^(P[x]).

In Chapter 3 of [4], for the elements^of the matrix ring Pn, P a principal

ideal domain, there is defined an equivalence relation (~). Here A~B in P„

if and only if there exist units U and V in P„ such that A = UB V. If A~B

then A and B are termed associates. From the discussion on page 42 of this

chapter we have that every matrix A has an associate D = (da) where da is a

total divisor of ¿# for j>i and á¿y = 0, i^j. Certainly if d,¡ = 0 then dkk = 0 for

k>j. We shall call this matrix D the canonical form of A. From page 31 of

[4] if P is a principal ideal domain then the right quotient ring Q(P) exists.

Surely Q(P) is also a left quotient ring and a division ring.

Statement 2.1. Let P be a principal ideal domain and Q(P) its quotient

ring. Let A he an element of P„ with canonical form D = (dn). Then A is a

right divisor of zero if and only if dnn = 0. In this case A is also a left divisor

of zero.

Proof. If dnn9i0 in the canonical form D, then ¿¿¿^0 for all i. Hence in

Q(P)n the matrix D is a unit. Thus if UA V = D then A = U^DV'1 is a unit of

Q(P)n and not a divisor of zero in P„.

If now dnn = 0 in D, then one can easily find a nonzero matrix P such that

PP = 0. Then for UAV = D, we have A VB= U~XDB =0 where FP^O since
F is a unit. Thus A is a right divisor of zero. Similarly A is a left divisor of

zero.

If R/N(R) is a principal ideal domain then in R„ one can define an equiva-

lence relation (~) as before. We write A~B in P„ if and only if there exist

units U and F in Rn such that A = UB V. If .4~P then A and B are called

(8) For the purposes of this proof consider ac° = 1.
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associates. From 2a of [l ] we know that £ is a unit of £„ if and only if 17

is a unit of Rn. From the preceding discussion we know that every matrix A

has an associate D = (di¡) where [dit]~ is a total divisor of [da]~ in £ for j>i

and dnEN(R) lor i^j. Certainly if djjEN(R) then dkkEN(R) for k>j. In
this case we call this matrix D the canonical form of A.

Statement 2.2. Suppose R/N(R) is a principal ideal domain where £ has

a right and left quotient ring Q(R) and [Q(R) ]~ = Q(R). Let A he a matrix in

£„ with canonical form D = (da). Then A is a right divisor of zero if and only

if dnnEN(R). In this case A is a left divisor of zero. In addition £„ is reflective.

Proof. If dnnEN then we have, by the proof of Statement 2.1, that A is a

unit of [Q(R) ]ñ- From 2a of [l ] it follows that A is a unit in Q(R)n and hence

is not a divisor of zero in £„.

If dnnEN, let £ = (bo) he a matrix with £>„ = 0 for «V» and O^^GJV'-'

for j = l, 2, • • ■ , m, where A"' = 0 and TY'-^O. Then ££ = 0 and, as in the

proof of Statement 2.1, A is a right and left divisor of zero.

The fact that £„ is reflective follows from this discussion.

Corollary. // K is a completely primary ring which satisfies the A.C.C.

for right ideals then (£[x])„ is reflective.

Proof. By [2] we know that Q(K[x]) exists and [Q(K[x])]~ = Q[(K[x])]~.

Theorem 2.3. // R/N(R) is a principal ideal domain where R has a right

and left quotient ring Q(R) and Q(R) = [(?(£) ]~ then (Q(R))n is a right and left

quotient ring of £„.

Proof. From Statement 2.2 and its proof we know that if A is regular in

£„ then A has an inverse in (Q(R))n. To prove that £ has a right quotient

ring we need only show that every element of (Q(R))n is of the form AB~l

where A, BERn. We shall prove this for the case m = 2. The method of proof

can easily be extended to the general case. Thus consider

(ab-1   cd-\

A-t,-> ^)e(e™"

Let

-c :>
Then B is regular and

/   a     cd~\
AB = [ J.

\e/-'o  gh~1/

Since Q(R) is a right quotient ring we may write ef~1b = rs~l. Now multiply

AB hy
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-c :>
to obtain

(ai     cd_1\

r     gh-1)

Similarly, multiplying ABC on the right by

\0     d)

then substituting to-1 for gh~ld and multiplying the resulting matrix on the

right by

~ \0      v)

we obtain a set of matrices whose product P is regular such that AF = GER2-

Thus A =GF-\
It is easy to see that (Q(R))n is also a left quotient ring.

Theorem 2.4. Let A be a ring with right and left quotient ring Q(A). Then

f(x) is regular in A [x] if and only if f(x) is regular in Q(A) [x].

Proof. The "if" part is immediate. To prove the "only if" part we shall

use only polynomials of degree one. The method obviously extends to poly-

nomials of any degree.

Suppose (ax + 6) is regular in A [x] but not in Ç(^4)[x]. Suppose

(ax4-6)(cá~1x4-e/"~1) =0 where we may assume that cd~19£0. Thus

(ax + b)(cx+ ef^d) = 0,

(ax + b)(cx + ghr1) = 0,

(ax + b) (chx + g) = 0,

where ch^O since h is regular, a contradiction. Similarly (cd~lx+ef~1)(ax+b)

9*0 for every cd-19*0.

Theorem 2.5. If R is a reflective N-prime ring then R[x] is a reflective N-

prime ring.

Proof. By Theorem 2.2, it is sufficient to show that when R is reflective

then R[x] is reflective. We know that R has a right and left quotient ring

Q(R) and moreover that Q(R) is of the form Kn where K is a completely

primary ring which satisfies the A.C.C. for right and left ideals. Thus we may

say P[x]ÇPn[x]. From Statement 1.4 we have that Q(R)=K„ and conse-
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quently we write £[x]Ç£n[x]. Then the corollary to Statement 2.2 tells us

that £n[x] is reflective. The result now follows by applying Theorem 2.4.

The results given in this paper provide a method for properly extending

the prime rings £„ where £ is a division ring or the reflective Af-prime rings

£„ where £ is a completely primary ring with A.C.C. for right and left ideals

to rings of the same type. Thus, from Theorem 2.3 and the preceding discus-

sion we have

£„ C DM = iD[x])n C Q(iD[x])n) = (QiD[x]))„

and

Kn C KM = (K[x])n C Q((K[x])n) = (Q(K[x]))n.

The existence of Q(£[x]) is proved in [4, Chapter 3] and the existence of

<2(£[x]) is given in [2].
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